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Living life in and out of detention centers, troubled teen Tauheed “Rocky” Epps is sent to live with his uncle in hopes

of being steered in the correct direction; however his hunger for the streets is greater than the hunger of a starved

person. With dope boy ambitions, Rocky eats, sleeps, and breathes just to hug the corner of the block clutching on to

kingpin dreams.

Wish, the young ghetto princess, is a normal middle class teen 

born into a family filled with secrets. With her two best friends by her side she takes on life like a storm making the

mistakes normal teenage girls make. Everything in her life is stable until young, handsome, Rocky swoops in stirring

up a world wind of drama.

From the moment Rocky laid eyes on Wish he knew he would make her his wife, but with him trying hard to create a

name for himself in the game and the swarm of girls demanding his attention things between them become

complicated.

Fast forward ten years later things between Rocky and Wish are better than ever. The once adolescent couple that

couldn’t seem to get it together are now considered hood royalty, the “IT” couple, relationship goals. 

Rocky has finally accumulated the amount of clout in the game that has him sitting high on his throne with Wish by

his side. With the perfect woman, children, money, and all the finer things in life at his disposal Rocky consider

himself hood rich, a person who started from the bottom of the barrel and has made it to the top.
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Jealous becomes an issue when women tries their hardest to push Wish out of her spot. When temptation hits, Rocky

finds himself losing his family. Sick and tired of the infidelity Wish finds herself in the arms of another arms. What

was once a solid foundation starts to wither away slowly. 

In this draw dropping stand-alone you will shadow the life of two young love birds through the beginning, middle,

and current stage of their relationship. You will first hand experience the hard work, sweat, and tears it takes to be

committed to someone. This dope ass love story will take you through the motions, you will either root for the

couple to stay together or beg for them to stay apart.
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